Fume extraction directly at the source
The health of your welders is an extremely important asset. fume extraction directly at the source offers the best
possibility of reducing toxic exposure.

The innovative product features of our fume extracting
torch offer you the following benefits:
►► Unrivaled
►► Flexible

operation

►► Diverse

application areas

►► Maximum

DIX MRZ 304

low weight

flue gas extraction*

DIX MRZ 304

without fume extraction

with fume extraction

Performance data

MIG/MAG Fume extraction torch
DIX MR 340C / MRZ 304 / MRZ 305

DIX MR 340C gas-cooled.:

350A/60% duty cycle CO2

300A/60% duty cycle mixed gas

DIX MRZ 304 liquid-cooled:

500A/60% duty cycle CO2

450A/60% duty cycle mixed gas

DIX MRZ 305 liquid-cooled:

550A/60% duty cycle CO2

500A/60% duty cycle mixed gas
* Particle measurement carried out using the
TSI8533 DustTrak DRX from Driesen+Kern

DINSE is your reliable partner for healthy and productive welding
processes. Get in touch with us to arrange an appointment for a
personal consultation!

Your welders will be completely won over:
►►

Up to 500g lighter than comparable products

►►

Highly flexible handling

►►

Outstanding component access

►►

Best possible flue gas extraction

We’ll help you find the optimal solution for your application.

+49 (0)40 658 75-0

info@dinse.eu
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“Isn’t it possible to design lighter
fume extracting torches?”

“Does the extraction of the shield gas affect
the welding quality?”

Yes!

No!

The infinitely variable volume
control made possible by the
one-handed supplementary air
control ensures high-quality
welding.

The use of lightweight materials means that
the DINSE torch is up to 500 g lighter than the
competitors’ sets.
►► Gentle

on the joints and muscles

►► Reduces
►► Longer

►► Optimal

shielding gas
coverage

symptoms of fatigue

operating periods

►► Simple

►► Precise

the arc

thumb operation

guidance of

►► Reduction

of follow-up work

“Do fume extracting
torches always have to be large
and unwieldy?”

“Isn’t it possible to design switches to have
fewer faults?”

No!

That’s why our switches are
encapsulated and have minimal gaps.

Yes!

The extremely slim design and ergonomic
handle of our new torches will impress you.
►► Precise
►► Highly

torch guidance

►► No

“Can even difficult-to-access
components be welded using a
fume extracting torch?”

secure grip

►► Constant

►► Long-term

productivity

reliable switch function

follow-up work as the result of inadvertent ignition

►► Minimization

of downtime

Of course!

Our slim torch with
infinitely variable
extractor nozzles and
reduced diameter
significantly expands
the area of application.

“Is it possible to develop fume
extracting torches that are not
bulky and heavy to guide?”

►► The

Our torch has a flexible, rotatable cover hose
with a smooth surface.

►► No

►► Ideal

For sure!

torch can also be used for
difficult-to-access components
need to invest in a special torch

►► Time
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savings as there is no need to change
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guiding properties

►► Maximal

range of movement

►► Relieves

strain on the hand joint

►► Reduces

friction
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